Personal, Social and Emotional Development
This half-term we will be meeting our next learning superhero, Ralph
Reflectiveness, whose powers are planning, reviewing, evaluating and
revising. Linked to our learning around animals we will be discussing
how we should treat and care for animals, and then putting this into
practice in our pet shop role play area.

Mathematics
As we continue with our Essentials for Counting
programme, we will be exploring ordering, counting and
grouping. Nursery will be focusing on securing their
counting and developing the skill of subitising (instantly
recognising how many there are in a small group without
needing to count, for example with the spots on dice).
Reception, meanwhile, will be working on splitting
numbers into ’ten and some more’ to support addition
and subtraction, as well as identifying odd and even
numbers. They will also work on doubling and halving
numbers in a variety of ways, and then explore counting
beyond twenty.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development


If you have a pet, encourage your child to take more of a role in
looking after it, and talk about why this is important. What
would happen if you didn’t do this? Why wouldn’t that be OK?
If you don’t have a pet, how about feeding birds in the garden
or ducks in the park?

Mathematics






We’ve been practicing our counting a lot in class, so
building on this at home would be a huge help - you
could count houses on the way to School, footsteps
on the way to bed, shoes in the house, players on
the team, objects in the shopping trolley, claps,
nods... Anything and everything you can think of!
Practice writing numbers in sand, salt or water, or
try making numbers out of groups of pebbles.
Play board games with numbered squares together,
and practice saying the names of the squares you
land on together. Simple card games give lots of
opportunities for practicing number names, too.

